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he National Trust has excelled itself with 
its upcoming exhibition, Love, Desire & 

Riches: The Fashion of Weddings. It is one of 
the finest of the many exhibitions that the 
National Trust has delivered to the peo-
ple of Victoria. This exhibition is sure 
to be of great interest to the 101 
corporate community, many of 

whom have been recently married or are contem-
plating marriage. I was fortunate in being able to 
interview The National Trust’s curator, Elizabeth 
Anya-Petrivna, who has curated this magnificent 
exhibition of over 50 wedding gowns.

What was the origin of the idea for this  
exhibition? 
The initial concept was developed to showcase 
the Trust’s collection of historic wedding fash-
ion. Through the preliminary research such 
powerful histories emerged. These personal 
histories give us a unique insight 
into the history of the city. This 
led to the exhibition taking on a 
life of its own. It developed into an 
exploration of the personal hopes 
and dreams associated with wed-
dings. These loves, desires and 
riches were translated into wed-
ding fashion.   By bringing together 
gowns from around the world – in-
cluding leading fashion designers 
and celebrities – it enriched the 
exhibitions central themes. 

What years are covered in the 
exhibition?
The earliest historic example 
dates from the 1820s ... and is a 
wedding pelisse decorated with rouleaux banding. It was worn with 
satin slippers and a short lace veil. We do feature a re-created 18th 
century robe worn by Helena Bonham-Carter as the character in 
Kenneth Branagh’s production of Frankenstein. Most of the historic 
gowns are from 19th to mid 20th century.

What is the diversity of the wedding gowns (humblest to grandest?) 
From Charlene in Neighbours and Eponnee Rae from Kath and Kim 
(Kylie Minogue) to Princess Marie Chantal of Greece.

What is the most poignant of the gowns? 
It was terrific to be able to engage with literary themes.  These 
narratives let you explore some of the more tragic aspects and Miss Havi-
sham – the jilted bride from Charles Dickens’ novel Great Expectations – is 
included in the exhibition.  We have recreated her bridal table and she will 
be displayed in various stages of ‘decay.’

When did white become the choice of colour for brides and why? 
White has been used as a bridal colour for many centuries but 

became increasingly more widespread after Queen Victoria 
married in white in 1840.

When did brides start to turn from white to different col-
ours? What examples have you of this in the exhibition? 

Wearing coloured gowns was very common and we 
show a range of dresses – some in very bright colours 

in the exhibition.  Modern interpretations include 
the designs of Akira Isogowa – we feature his red 
wedding dress.

Over the past 200 years how has the presentation 
of the bridegroom changed? 
He changed slowly, although not many men wear 
toppers (top hats) any more, which is a shame.

Can you give us more information about the 
“make a wish” paper origami flowers? 
It is important that visitors participate and have 

fun, that they come away with having contrib-
uted to the experience.  Weddings are so much about 
optimism for the future, of happiness and good luck, 
indeed many of the superstitions surrounding weddings 
are meant to protect future happiness. The idea is that 
visitors write their wish. Who do they love, what do they 
desire and what makes their life rich. They then hang 
their wish inside the wishing bower.

What is the quirkiest fashion 
accessory in this exhibition? 
Perhaps – shoe tongues used to 
decorate Edwardian wedding 
slippers!

What inspired you to use smell 
as a sensory cue? 
It is evocative and the language 
of flowers was an inspiration.  
I wanted to evoke an environ-
ment and an atmosphere . 
The smell scape created by Air 
Aroma does just that.  I won’t 
say more – you have to experi-
ence it yourself!

Alison Waters 

An exhibition that examines the intersection between film, historic fashion and the social narratives of weddings

Elizabeth 
Anya-Petrivna

From top: Helana Bonham Carter’s dress - Bride of Frankenstein film
Kate Winslet’s dress in Sense and Sensibility film.
Dress NT, designer Madame Mougas, Paris, 1889 worn by Ethel Quirk  
(nee Petty)
Dress by Collette Dinnegan

1st July – 30th September 2014 
Rippon Lea House and Gardens
192 Hotham Street, Elsternwick
Open Daily: 10am -4pm & Friday evenings 
6pm – 8:30pm (fortnightly from 4th July)

Too book call 9656 9804 or visit 
www.nationaltrust.org.au/vic


